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Abstract. Event notiﬁcation services enable loose coupling and they are
therefore becoming an essential part of distributed systems’ design. However, the development of event services follows the early stages of programming language evolution, disregarding the need for eﬃcient mechanisms to structure event-based applications. In this paper, the wellknown notion of scopes is introduced to event-based systems. We show
that limiting the visibility of events is a simple yet powerful mechanism
that allows to identify application structure and oﬀers a module construct for the loosely coupled components in event-based systems. We
are able to customize the semantics of scoped event notiﬁcation services
by binding meta-objects to the application structure that reify important
aspects of notiﬁcation delivery, like interface mappings and transmission
policies. The scoping concept facilitates design and implementation by
oﬀering encapsulation and adaption of syntax and semantics of eventbased systems.

1

Introduction

The focus of this paper is on abstractions for structuring event-based systems.
The event-based architectural style has become prevalent for large-scale distributed applications [6] due to the inherent loose coupling of the participants.
This loose coupling carries the potential for easy integration of autonomous, heterogeneous components into complex systems that are easy to evolve and scale.
Traditional request/reply approaches, such as remote procedure calls (RPC),
exhibit crucial scalability problems in data-centric environments [16]. The use
of event-based dissemination as an alternative approach is superior in these scenarios [15].
The notion of event-based style used in this paper is basically the one deﬁned
in literature, e.g., [6]. In an event-based style components communicate by generating and receiving event notiﬁcations. An event is any transient occurrence
of a happening of interest, i. e., a state change in some component. The aﬀected
component issues a notiﬁcation that describes the event. An event notiﬁcation
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service conveys the notiﬁcations between the components of an event-based system. A component in such a system can act both as producer and consumer of
events.
Producers are components that publish notiﬁcations about internal events
originating within that component. The output interface of a producer is described by advertisements specifying the kinds of notiﬁcations it will publish. A
notiﬁcation is not addressed to any speciﬁc (set of) receivers, it is rather distributed by the event service to consumers which have speciﬁed their interest
in that kind of notiﬁcation. Consumers issue subscriptions that describe the
notiﬁcations they want to receive, i.e., their input interface. Hence, in the eventbased cooperation model producers have no knowledge about any receivers—in
particular, they do not anticipate any speciﬁc reaction on the receiver side.
A component’s implementation in event-based systems is ‘self-focused’ in that
it only publishes changes in its state and/or reacts on incoming notiﬁcations,
resulting in a very loose coupling. However, it is mandatory to identify the
role of an administrator1 who assembles and orchestrates simple components.
In the context of open systems, architecture references deﬁne a multitude of
views of the system in addition to producers and consumers [23], including an
administrator’s role. It is her task to combine components in order to accomplish
a common application functionality. Unfortunately, current work on event-based
systems disregards this important role and do not provide any support therefor.
The potential of an event-based communication style has been recognized
both in academia and industry. A number of event-based middleware infrastructures were developed [7,11,43,46] as well as the integration of corresponding services in modern component platforms based development such as CCM [35] and
EJBs [44]. The prevalence of the event-based paradigm in the design of today’s
systems has not hindered, but rather encouraged, us in considering event-based
systems from a critical point of view. The observation that we make is that
while a considerable amount of work is done in the area of scalable event notiﬁcation services, most eﬀort is spent on implementation eﬃciency, thoroughly
disregarding design, engineering and administration issues. Typical implementation techniques of publish/subscribe systems [38] concentrate on eﬃcient notiﬁcation dissemination algorithms and overlook the need for eﬀective support
of appropriate programming abstractions.
Software engineering research early identiﬁed information hiding and abstraction [39] as basic principles that have inﬂuenced the development of structured
programming, modules, classes, and components, all of which provide mechanisms to structure software systems. While being an integral part of request/
reply-based distributed systems, e.g., Corba [34], comparable hierarchical structuring mechanisms are missing in event-based systems. As a result, event-based
systems are generally characterized by a ‘ﬂat design space’: Subscriptions select out of all published notiﬁcations without discriminating producers. Any
further distinctions are necessarily hard-coded into the communicating compo1

Currently, assemblers and administrators are not distinguished, like it is done in
Sun’s EJB model [44], for example.
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nents, mixing application structure and component implementation. The very
feature of event-based systems is thereby defeated: loose coupling.
What we are missing is the notion of a module for bundling several components into a higher-level component. Such a module construct would localize
the relationships between components outside of the components themselves,
playing a mediator role in the vein of Sullivan and Notkin [42]. The modules
should themselves be ﬁrst-class components, with their own input and output
interfaces, so that they can be composed into higher-level modules much the
same as objects can be composed into higher-level objects in an object-oriented
system. This is to enable a hierarchical structuring of event-based systems.
In this paper, we analyze a set of engineering requirements for event-based
systems and introduce the notion of scopes aimed at serving the needs. A scope
bundles several components either (a) according to application structure, or
(b) according to the structure of activities therein. The visibility of events is
constrained in the sense that notiﬁcations are only delivered to consumers within
the same scope but are a priori invisible otherwise. By being itself a component,
a scope can recursively be composed into a larger scope. As a bundling unit and
module, scopes represent application structure and are the appropriate location
to reﬁne and customize notiﬁcation delivery semantics. In delimited parts of
an application, syntax of the distributed notiﬁcations and even the semantics
of delivery can be varied, while any modiﬁcations are encapsulated and do not
interfere with the remaining system. Scopes provide a module construct as an
abstraction for handling heterogeneity as well as for integrating security and
transmission policies that deviate from the standard broadcast to all eligible
consumers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, design and
engineering demands of event-based systems are discussed. Section 3 introduces
the notion of scopes in event-based systems and describes their features with
the help of a running example. An outline of implementation issues is given in
Section 4. Related work is discussed in Section 5. The paper concludes with a
summary and an outlook on future work.

2

Engineering Event-Based Systems

In this section, we discuss some requirements on engineering event-based systems
and how they are supported by today’s technology. Two main observations are
made. The ﬁrst is that event-based systems do not seem to imply other requirements for designing and engineering than those already known from engineering
request/reply systems. The second observation is that while supporting abstractions are available for the latter they are missing for event-based systems. This
makes them diﬃcult to maintain, e.g., the eﬀects of newly instantiated producers or of publishing a certain notiﬁcation are not easy to determine, let alone
control.
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Illustrative Example

A stock trading application will be used as an illustrative example throughout
the paper. This example shall not outline a perfect implementation but underline
the requirements of engineering event-based applications.
Assume there is an Internet infrastructure which (also) utilizes events instead
of the request/reply-oriented style of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
in order to facilitate the creation of the respective web-services and applications.
Nearly all parts of a stock trading application are inherently event-based. The
dissemination of stock quotes from the central trading ﬂoor (or its computerized
equivalent) to the market participants is an accepted and plausible example of
applying event notiﬁcation services. The following components can be identiﬁed
to constitute a stock market (see Fig. 1):

C1
C2

Matching

Trading
Floor
DB

C3
Customers

Market

Fig. 1. An example stock trading application

– Customers monitoring quotes and issuing orders to buy or sell shares.
– A database logs the generated data to ensure consistency and persistence.
– A central matching engine implements the matching algorithm.
Database and matching engine are composed into the virtual trading ﬂoor,
a component which consumes orders and publishes notiﬁcations carrying share
prices of successfully executed trades.
2.2

Engineering Requirements

Four requirements posed by the engineering of event-based systems are identiﬁed:
bundling of components, heterogeneity, ﬂexible conﬁgurations, and support of
activities.
Bundling Related Components
A fundamental requirement is that it should be possible to bundle individual
components into higher-level syntactical and semantical units, oﬀering higher
levels of abstraction and reusability. From the syntactic point of view such a
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bundle should be a collection of existing components delimiting the visibility of
the events produced by them. The bundling mechanism should be orthogonal
to the subscription mechanisms so that the composed interfaces need not to
be changed. This is important to support drawing event deliver localities not
only based on the described interests of receivers but also on other criteria, such
as the organizational and geographical constraints of a company or some other
application-speciﬁc semantics.
From the semantical point of view, we require component bundles to be
themselves components with well-deﬁned interfaces and own semantics. That is,
the bundles should not only delimit visibility, but also publish themselves events,
resulting from notiﬁcations produced within the bundle that signify an important
state change of the bundle as a whole, or consume events from the outside by
further propagating them to their internal locality. This opens the possibility to
recursively bundle component compositions into higher-level components, and
hierarchically structure the design of an event-based system.
Locality, encapsulation, and composing existing units into higher-level units
are well-known concepts for mastering complexity and support evolution [39].
These concepts are used in request/reply systems, but they are as important
here and should therefore be available to the engineers of event-based systems
as well. To motivate the requirement, consider our running example. The virtual
trading ﬂoor in the stock trading application would be a ﬁrst example of a component bundle. One can imagine a ‘verbose’ matching engine producing detailed
notiﬁcations about the progress of the matching algorithm, of which the majority is only relevant for logging purposes (e.g., to support later traceability of the
system operations) and only a few are relevant for customers. Hence, it makes
sense to constrain the visibility of most of the events to the DB component and
to allow only a few of them to pass the boundary of the trading ﬂoor bundle.
The next reasonable structuring step would be to bundle a trading ﬂoor and
a set of customers (i.e., the participants in the market described in Fig. 1) into
a higher-level syntactical and semantical market component. In this way multiple trading ﬂoors would be supported without having customers that observe
quotes in a system with only a single trading ﬂoor receive duplicate and inconsistent quotes if an additional exchange is instantiated. Such duplication cannot
be avoided in a ﬂat design space where all components in the system are visible
to each other. The absence of market bundles would require to encode knowledge
about the market structure into the subscriptions of individual components, rendering them less reusable since more sensible to the structure of the application
and changes to it.
Mastering Heterogeneity
A single uniform event notiﬁcation service with uniform syntax and semantics
will hardly be able to cope with the requirements of all parts of large distributed
systems operating in heterogenous environments. An event service that, e.g.,
relies on some notion of a global naming scheme is not scalable and impedes
system integration. Furthermore, the semantics of notiﬁcations will likely vary
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in heterogeneous environments [9]. In large distributed systems, there are inevitably diﬀerent event models and representation schemes in use, ranging from
hardware-dependent diﬀerences to application-dependent syntactical and semantical diﬀerences.
From the observations above, we draw the requirement that bundling of related components should not only encapsulate functionality but also delimit
common syntax and semantics. This requires mechanisms to support adapting
data crossing boundaries of component bundles by mapping event content and
representation. To motivate the requirement consider again our running example. For eﬃciency reasons it would make sense in such a system to distinguish
between low-volume external representations in XML versus more eﬃcient, optimized internal representations. The matching and the database component may
use such an internal representation in our example. Hence, mapping from an
external XML representation to the eﬃcient internal representation would be
needed for notiﬁcations crossing the border of a virtual trading ﬂoor composite.
Flexible Conﬁguration
Similar to the diverse requirements regarding data representation in heterogeneous environments, a static deﬁnition of notiﬁcation transmission semantics is
not adequate either. Application-speciﬁc needs often require that notiﬁcations
are only delivered to a speciﬁc subset instead of the default broadcast to all
eligible consumers. For example, an 1-of-n policy realizes load balancing features within a bundle of components in this way. In our stock application, the
matching engine might be replicated to distribute processing load over multiple
instances using a delivery policy that routes orders to instances dedicated to the
respective share.
Furthermore, other delivery policies might be applicable and the whole event
service is subject to customization: API, syntax and semantics of subscriptions,
security policies, and implementation techniques of notiﬁcation dissemination
may vary to adapt to and ﬁt diﬀering needs in diﬀerent parts of a complex system. For example, if the structure of the bundles are not static, some policy
must control who is allowed to join. The trading ﬂoor component may be compromised if everyone is able to join and issue notiﬁcations which inﬂuence the
matching engine; whereas getting prices of successfully executed trades need not
to be controlled. Similarly, the implementation of the trading ﬂoor will likely use
any broadcast features of a local area network while the dissemination of price
information on the Internet has to use other techniques.
Supporting Sessions and Activities
The engineering of complex systems not only beneﬁts from bundling related
components according to application structure but also from identifying sessions
of interdependent activities. This is especially important in event-based systems,
where the identity of peers is unknown and communication is a priori stateless
in the sense that consecutive notiﬁcations cannot be interrelated. By relating
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notiﬁcations, components are enabled to participate in multiple, distinguishable
sessions and activities made up of interrelated notiﬁcations can be modeled as
well-deﬁned structures drawing on locality just as it is possible for application
structure.
An example for the ﬁrst goal is a stockbroker who listens to a speciﬁc share
traded on two stock markets. Obviously, notiﬁcations distributed in one market
must, generally, be invisible in the other. However, our broker should be able
to observe and distinguish both. In abstract terms, the issue is that it should
be possible for individual components to be simultaneously engaged in multiple sessions involving components from structurally disjoint application parts.
Hence, it should be possible to identify such sessions and to delimit them from
each other in order to support session state. Otherwise, a component involved
in multiple sessions would only be able to maintain changes of its own state, not
being able to sustain dependencies on other components.
The second requirement of supporting bundling of events in activities addresses the dynamic aspects of event-based systems in a similar way as the
requirement for bundling components did in the previous discussion about the
slowly changing structure of an application. In general terms, activities should
be structured and it should itself be a component with well-deﬁned semantics,
determining when (parts of) the ‘internal’ notiﬁcations are to be made visible to
the outside. This will help to prevent side-eﬀects, to build structured, hierarchical sessions, and to customize and orchestrate them. An analogy to the activity
concept from the world of request/reply-based systems would be a simpliﬁed
version of the notion of transactions [20].
2.3

Engineering Support

In request/reply-based distributed systems, like the Corba platform [34], solutions exists for all of the outlined requirements. Components and classes according to an object-oriented programming paradigm are used for decomposition, encapsulation and bundling of components. Heterogeneity is addressed by
standardized interconnection protocols (e.g., CORBA-IIOP, SOAP [4] based on
XML). Bundling of activities is facilitated by transaction services [37,2] and security services are available, e.g., Kerberos [32]. Appropriate support is easily
provided since the identity of each component is known.
But how can the above mentioned requirements be realized in event services?
Existing services recognizes and addresses them only partially. A ﬁrst approach
would be to build new features on top of the existing ones. For example, one
could make use of content-based ﬁltering mechanisms [30,8] to simulate a decomposition abstraction for event-based systems in which sets of components
are bundled and delimited from each other. To achieve this goal, subscriptions
of individual components have to be adapted to encode additional constraints
on the decomposed structure.
This approach of modifying application components has a signiﬁcant drawback. It disregards the administrator’s role by compiling all conﬁguration information into the components themselves. Knowledge about the application
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structure is put into the components, contradicting the idea of components being loosely coupled and self-focused. Furthermore, the structure is not explicitly
enforced by the system and all components are eligible receivers if they have
subscribed accordingly: ‘hacked’ ﬁlters may compromise security measures, and
reﬂection, i.e., investigation and change [27], is restricted.
The following section will introduce a second approach of tackling the engineering requirements by introducing a scoping mechanism as an integral part of
a design methodology and of an event service implementation.

3

Scoping in Event-Based Systems

In order to satisfy the requirements discussed in the previous section our approach introduces the concept of scope for decomposing event-based systems, a
unifying concept to address the described requirements. A scope is an abstraction that bundles a set of producers and consumers and it can recursively be
a member of other scopes. It oﬀers a powerful structuring mechanism to group
constituent components which belong together according to some criteria derived
from the application structure and/or semantics. Vice versa, it deﬁnes locality
that can be used to customize semantics in a discriminated part of the system
and that provides an encapsulated module whose interaction with the remaining
system can be explicitly controlled.
Formally, scoped event-based systems are modeled by a directed, acyclic
graph G = (C, E) (see Fig. 2) that describes the superscope/subscope relationship. The set of nodes C is comprised of simple components C and complex
components S, i.e., scopes. The edges E are a binary relation over C. An edge
from node c1 to c2 in G stands for c2 being a superscope of c1 . Next to being
acyclic, the relation E must also satisfy the property that a simple component
cannot be a superscope of any node in G.
R

X

U

T

S

Y

Z

Scope

Simple component

Fig. 2. A graph of components/scopes

The scope concept comes with three diﬀerent ﬂavors: standard scopes harnessing visibility and interfaces, advanced scopes that apply mappings and transmission policies, and session scopes which use the previous features. A more formal
treatise on visibility, interfaces, and mappings is published in [14].
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PC

Agent

N SAP

IBM

PC
SAP

Fig. 3. The graph of the stock application

3.1

Controlling Visibility

Encapsulation is a prerequisite to system evolution [39] and the notion of visibility is widely used in software engineering as structuring technique in order to
determine the impacts of changing parts of the system. The need for an equivalent notion for event-based systems was discussed in Section 2.2. The scope
construct plays this role in our model in that the visibility of notiﬁcations published by a producer is conﬁned to the consumers belonging to the same scope
as the publisher.
Using the graph of scopes G given above, we deﬁne the visibility of components as a reﬂexive, symmetric relation v over C. Informally, component X is
visible to Y iﬀ X and Y have a common superscope. For a component X, let
super (X) = {X  | (X, X  ) ∈ E} denote the set of scopes that are direct superscopes of X. Formally, we recursively deﬁne
v(X, Y ) ⇔

X=Y
∨ v(Y, X)
∨ v(X  , Y ) with X  ∈ super (X)

In the graph in Fig. 2, for example, v(Y, U ) holds but not v(X, U ).
A notiﬁcation is delivered to a consumer if (a) the producer and the consumer are visible to each other, and (b) the notiﬁcation matches one of the
subscriptions previously issued by this consumer. Hence, the semantics of notiﬁcation delivery is now not only based on the subscription mechanism but also
on the visibility relation, with both dimensions being orthogonal in that they
are employed independently of each other.
The visibility of notiﬁcations from diﬀerent markets is restricted in a stock
trade system designed with scopes (Fig. 3). The circles denote composed scopes
in the ﬁgure, while rectangles represent simple components. There are two main
scopes in which the simple components are organized, M1 and M2, denoting two
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diﬀerent stock markets. Within each market customers are bundled into subscopes based on some criteria, e.g., in private and professional customers. Each
customer is permanently represented by one of the scopes C1, C2, etc., which
remain connected in the graph of scopes even if customers are not personally
logged in. They group a customer’s PCs, cellular phones, or agents running on a
remote server. An example ‘agent’ would be a limit watcher which continuously
monitors a share’s price and issues a customized notiﬁcation when a speciﬁc
share deviates from the overall market performance. Newly and externally provided limit notiﬁcations can thereby be integrated into the application without
changing existing components—one of the obvious beneﬁts of event-based systems.
For the sake of simplicity, interest for at most one share is indicated in the
ﬁgure below the rectangles representing the customers’ PCs. The ﬁgure illustrates the scenario when the trading ﬂoor TF participates in the stock market
M1 and issues a notiﬁcation concerning SAP quotes. Although both consumers
C3 and C4 have subscribed for notiﬁcations on SAP quotes, this notiﬁcation will
only reach C3, because C4 is not visible from the trading ﬂoor and C1 subscribed
to a diﬀerent share. On the other hand, consumer C3 listens to both markets and
receives ‘duplicate’ SAP quotes (the implied problems are addressed in Sect. 3.6).
3.2

Interfaces

So far, visibility can be mapped to an only two-level hierarchy that is induced by
the top-most superscopes of the graph G. Any two components are either able
to see all of their published notiﬁcations or no at all. In order to overcome this
problem and to improve the structuring ability, the basic mechanism provided
by scopes is reﬁned beyond the visibility relation by assigning input and output
interfaces to scopes.
Input and output interfaces for simple components are deﬁned by ﬁlters that
determine the set of notiﬁcations allowed to cross a component’s boundaries. A
ﬁlter F ∈ F := {f | f (e) = e ∨ f (e) = ε} is a mapping function over the set of all
possible notiﬁcations N plus the empty notiﬁcation ε. Often, ﬁlters are deﬁned
as boolean functions returning true if a notiﬁcation matches. In our model, we
use a generalized form of ﬁlters that are allowed to pass matched events in an
unchanged form. A notiﬁcation n is either mapped to itself or to ε, indicating
that n is matched or blocked, respectively. Allowing ﬁlters to pass matched events
in an unchanged form facilitates ﬁlter composition: (F1 ◦ F2 )(e) = F1 (F2 (e)).
A simple consumer component describes its input interface by issuing subscriptions that contain ﬁlters. A notiﬁcation passes such a set of ﬁlters if it
matches at least one of them. On the other hand, a producer has to issue advertisements that deﬁne the set of notiﬁcations it is able to publish. Advertisements
also contain ﬁlters and serve as a speciﬁcation of a component’s output interface.
We associate similar sets of ﬁlters with the input and output interfaces of
scopes, describing the set of notiﬁcations which are allowed to cross the scope
boundary. Only those notiﬁcations matching one of the scope’s output ﬁlters
are forwarded up into its superscopes and only those that match at least one
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of its input ﬁlters are forwarded into the scope. Filters for scope interfaces are
expressed in the language used for specifying subscriptions and advertisements
for simple consumers and producers. With the introduction of interfaces for
scopes, a notiﬁcation is delivered only if producer and consumer are visible to
each other, the notiﬁcation is allowed to pass all interfaces along the path of
visibility in the graph, and one of the receiver’s subscriptions match.
Attaching interfaces to scopes allows to view scopes as ordinary producing and/or consuming components. The relationship between scopes and simple
components is shown in the upper part of the UML class diagram in Fig. 4 which
presents a simpliﬁed meta-model of our model.

Component
Interface

2

Component *

SimpleComponent

Scope

Transmission
Policy
*

Session
Scope

Security
Policy
Interface
Mappings

Fig. 4. The Meta-Model of the Scope Model

To illustrate how scope interfaces help in structuring event-based applications, let us consider the interfaces of the components in our running example
as summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Interfaces of the Components in the Example Application
Component
M1, M2
Private
Prof
Ci
TF
ME

Description
The Stock Markets
scope of all private customers
scope of all professionals
Customer representation
Trading Floor
Matching engine

Input
–
–
Order
Accept
Order
Order

DB

The logging database

Order, Quote

Output
–
Trade
Accept, Quote(delayed)
Order
Accept, Quote
Accept, Quote
OrderBook

Customers send out notiﬁcations of type Order which contain a share identiﬁcation, the number to be sold or bought, and potential price limits. The trading
ﬂoor TF listens to these orders, issues acceptance notiﬁcation, and sends out
Quotes, informing about successfully executed orders. The trading ﬂoor itself is
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composed of the matching engine ME and the database DB. The matching engine
maintains a list of open orders and executes the matching algorithm, while the
database logs all Orders and Quotes, and it issues acceptance notiﬁcations (Accept). Additionally, the matching engine publishes an orderbook summary with
price and volume of the 10 best bid and ask orders. The summary is only visible
within the trading ﬂoor, because the interface of TF prohibit further distribution.
Based on this data, additional services may be integrated into the trading ﬂoor,
like market makers ensuring that there is always at least one buy and one sell
order open.
3.3

Advanced Features

In addition to standard scope features discussed so far, the presented model also
supports advanced scope types that customize the event service’s functionality,
both within the scope and with respect to other scopes. They enable dynamic
adaptability of event systems by virtue of associating meta-objects [24] which
reify important runtime semantics of event-based systems. Software engineering
research has established the notion of meta-object protocols as a very ﬂexible
technique to implement and adapt communication between objects. With our
approach similar externally provided techniques can now be applied in eventbased systems, too. With scopes as ﬁrst class citizens, an administrator is enabled
to easily group unmodiﬁed components and tailor the composed functionality
with the help of such meta-objects.
The advanced features of the scope concept are shown on the right part of
the meta-model shown in Fig. 4. Currently, the following aspects of the runtime
semantics are reiﬁed. Other aspects of the runtime semantics might be reiﬁed as
well, resulting in other types of scopes.
– Event reception and publication, allowing the administrator of an eventbased system to attach event transformers at scope interfaces. This is aimed
at coping with heterogeneity in event-based systems and is described in
Sect. 3.4.
– Event transmission policies, allowing the administrator to conﬁgure each
scope with a strategy to be used for traversing the scope hierarchy and for
delivering notiﬁcations to consumers and superscopes (see Sect. 3.5).
– Security policies attached to a scope control membership management.
Scopes are a proper place to implement these policies but we do not further investigate this issue here.
3.4

Event Mappings

In large systems, it is rather unlikely that a single uniform event model is used
throughout the system. Diﬀerent parts will use diﬀerent representations and
semantics of events. Constraining the visibility of notiﬁcations is the basis for
dealing with heterogeneity issues and diﬀerent administrative domains. Consequently, we extend the scoped event system model to include event mappings that
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OFn OMn
...
OF2 OM2
OF1 OM1

IFn
...

IMn
...

IF2
IF1 IM1

Fig. 5. Scopes with Event Mappings

transform notiﬁcations at scope boundaries. This extension clearly addresses the
heterogeneity requirements stated in Section 2.2 and facilitates construction and
maintenance of large systems. The structure of a scope with event mappings is
schematically presented in Fig. 5.
Event mappings convert notiﬁcations from an external to an internal representation, and vice versa. They are attached to individual edges in the graph
of scopes and are applied when a notiﬁcation enters or leaves a scope, i.e., it
travels down against or up along an edge, respectively. The mappings are a generalization of both the visibility v(X, Y ) and the scope interfaces [14] in that
a published notiﬁcation may be visible in a diﬀerent, mapped representation,
or not at all if it was blocked, i.e., mapped onto the empty notiﬁcation ε. The
set of ﬁlters F used for subscribing is a subset of the set of event mappings
M ⊆ {m | m : N ∗ → N ∗ } usable in the system. With this deﬁnition, a uniform
way of ﬁltering and transforming notiﬁcations is achieved, and conceptually, ﬁlters and general mappings can be concatenated at scope boundaries. Figure 4
distinguishes interfaces and mappings in order to emphasize their independence:
interfaces and ﬁlters have to be declared in a language that depends on the
underlying transmission technique while mappings are part of the scope implementation.
The interface of a scope is strictly separated from its implementation, i.e., its
constituent components. Only boundary-crossing events are considered without
interfering with internal communications. This separation oﬀers great ﬂexibility
in controlling and adapting interface access at runtime. For example, by attaching mappings to individual edges in the graph, a scope may be visible with
diﬀerent interfaces in diﬀerent superscopes.
Returning to the stock exchange example from the previous section, quotations are typically given in a local currency which need to be transformed at the
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boundary of the local scope in order to achieve comparability. As another example for the usefulness of event mappings consider XML languages like FIXML [33]
that standardize ﬁnancial data exchange. These languages are used to connect
external partners, but they are typically too expensive for internal representations due to eﬃciency reasons. Also, most likely, diﬀerent representations of
events will be used inside the consumers, within the market, and within the
trading ﬂoor, e.g., Java objects, XML ﬁnancial data, and EBCDIC mainframe
text ﬁelds. Event mappings are installed at the consumers and at the trading
ﬂoor to map between serialized Java objects and their XML representation and
between XML and EBCDIC, respectively.
Event mappings oﬀer a link to integrate other works in the area of syntactical and semantical transformations which are applicable here [3,25] and which
extend the 1:1 mappings we used for simplicity reasons here. Furthermore, event
composition can be used to further enhance the idea of event mappings [26,47].
3.5

Transmission Policies

Following the arguments of Sect. 2.2, we suggest to allow reﬁnement of delivery
and dissemination semantics on a per scope basis. Transmission policies describe
how notiﬁcations are forwarded and to which consumers. They reﬁne the visibility deﬁnition both within a scope and with respect to its superscopes. We
distinguish three diﬀerent policies involved in notiﬁcation transmission: delivery,
traverse, and publishing policy.
Delivery policies aﬀect deliverable notiﬁcations produced in a superscope or
by some constituent subcomponent and determines which members of the scope
are to receive the notiﬁcation. An example is a 1-of-n policy which delivers only
to one out of a group of possible receivers. The idea of meta object protocols of
object-oriented programming languages is applied here [24] in order to oﬀer the
ability to order, queue, redirect, or transform incoming messages.
A traverse policy controls the downward path of incoming notiﬁcations in
the graph of scopes. Actually, this policy allows a notiﬁcation to deviate from a
default path through the graph of scopes. In a top-down traverse policy eligible
receivers, i.e., simple components with a matching subscription, are searched
in the current scope ﬁrst. A notiﬁcation is forwarded to subscopes only when
no-one is found. The bottom-up traverse policy starts the search in the deepest
subscopes. Broadcast is the default policy which simply delivers to all components in a scope.
To make an analogy to the application of meta-object protocols in the area
of object-oriented programming languages, multiple consumers of the same notiﬁcation located along the inheritance/scope hierarchy can be considered to be
implementing some form of generalized method overriding. Traditional programming languages like C++ and Java use only one, static policy to resolve calls
to overridden methods. In a hierarchy of scopes, the traverse policies determines
what kind of method lookup is used. The bottom-up policy resembles a virtual
method call in C++ in that the implementation of the most derived class is
used. Other policies are possible that implement other kinds of method lookups.
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Policies can also be viewed in the opposite direction. A publishing policy controls publication into the direct superscopes. One may reject the idea of manually selecting where the data is published as contradicting with the event-based
paradigm. However, this selection is part of the administrator’s role and not interwoven with the application functionality in simple components. While event
mappings provide the ability to support multiple interfaces, publishing policies
operate on a per notiﬁcation basis and might be used to delay notiﬁcations for
a certain amount of time or until a condition becomes valid, for example.
To illustrate the usefulness of the advanced transmission policies, consider the
categorization of the customer scopes in private and professional ones: private
customers are bundled in the scope Private and professional traders in the scope
Professional. Assume that the market strategy is such that Quote notiﬁcations
should be notiﬁed to professionals ﬁrst. It is because of the need to implement
this application semantics that we have deﬁned two diﬀerent customer scopes and
have made Professional an sub-scope of Private. By having Professional
encapsulate TF, notiﬁcations from the trading ﬂoor will reach the professional
scope ﬁrst. In addition, the publishing policy of the professional scope is such
that Quotes are forwarded to the Private superscope only after a delay of 15
minutes: a publishing policy puts all notiﬁcations in a queue and ensures the
delay.
3.6

Sessions

The scoping model so far concentrated on application structure, but the discussion in Sect. 2.2 also identiﬁed the need to structure activities therein. In
the following, we investigate the problems imposed by activities in event-based
systems and give an outlook on how scopes can be used in solving the problem.
Dependent Notiﬁcations
The prevalent scenario of event-based applications are uni-directional ﬂows of
notiﬁcations from producers to consumers, like stock tickers and news feeds. So,
it is simply about components lined up in chains. But in order to beneﬁt from
the loose coupling of event-based cooperation in other types of applications, it
is necessary to support some form of stateful collaboration. Scopes oﬀer this
support to a certain extent since they build up structures of bilateral visibility. However, there is so far no explicit mechanism to identify interdependent
notiﬁcations, which have a common cause and belong to the same activity.
This issue is aggravated by the fact that the graph of scopes is not a tree and
a node may have multiple superscopes2 . Consider the scopes S and T in Figure 2:
notiﬁcations published in S are not visible in T , and vice versa. But an event in S
which is consumed by Y may trigger an reaction in Y leading to the publication
of a notiﬁcation that is also visible in T . The delimitation imposed by scopes is
2

Note that we do not address the important question of notiﬁcation duplication in
this paper.
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diluted in this way since implications of an initially invisible event are diﬀused; an
eﬀect that is not always appropriate. For example, assume that Y is a security
service that consumes, signs and republishes speciﬁc types of notiﬁcations so
that S and T are able to publish signed notiﬁcations. Unfortunately, Y acts like
a bridge and its reactions are visible in both superscopes. Obviously, it is not
acceptable to publish these triggered signed data into both scopes.
One solution to this problem is to replicate the security service so that it is
oﬀered separately, but this is only feasible if the instances do not need to share a
common state, i.e., they are independent. However, this solution does not work
with components that cannot be instantiated but are deployed in a diﬀerent
administrative domain and are only accessible remotely, like web services on
the Internet. Furthermore, the graph of scopes would be restricted to be a tree,
resulting in a structure built from only a single point of view, even though
it was corroborated that engineering of complex systems always beneﬁts from
facilitating multiple viewpoints [22].
Session Scopes
In order to support dependent notiﬁcations and solve the problem of diluting
delimitation in multiple superscopes we deﬁne an extended type of scope which
provides notiﬁcation contexts. Session scopes group components and especially
all of their published notiﬁcations. They are tagged scopes and the tag is appended to every notiﬁcation published within. A tagged notiﬁcation is processed
like any other notiﬁcation, but additionally, the hidden context containing the
tag is maintained in every consumer by the event service. The context remains
valid during a consumer’s reaction to the delivery of a tagged notiﬁcation. All
notiﬁcations published while a valid context is available are only disseminated
into that tagged session superscope from which the context originated. Forwarding into untagged scopes is not aﬀected so that the application structure and its
behavior is not inﬂuenced by the creation of session scopes.
S
T

Y
S
T

Fig. 6. Contexts of Multiple Superscopes

In our scenario, we would tag the scopes S and T , characterizing them to be
session scopes (cf. Fig. 6). On delivery of a notiﬁcation a previously registered
processing function is invoked that computes the signature and publishes the
result. The tag carried by the notiﬁcation is maintained as hidden context during
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Fig. 7. The stock application with sessions

the execution of Y and any subsequent publication is transparently directed to
the originating superscope. Note that the API of the event service needs not
to be changed since calls to pub(data) are unmodiﬁed and any contexts are
transparently maintained by the implementation of the API.
Session scopes are scopes that structure activities and allows components
with multiple superscopes to distinguish multiple sessions. These scopes can be
instantiated as ﬁrst-class representatives of sessions, allowing to apply the other
mentioned features of scopes and to integrate activities in the graph of scopes.
One possible way of realizing sessions is pointed out, namely by using tagged
scopes and transmission policies to add, strip, and enforce matching of tags.
Obviously, the stated semantics of session scopes oﬀer reasonable defaults but
further investigation is necessary to explore other features.
In order to illustrate the use of session scopes, let us once again return to our
running example. As already mentioned, customers send out notiﬁcations of type
Order. However, the event-based order processing in this form is only feasible
if the order data is only visible to the trading ﬂoor. For this purpose, customer
scopes are tagged as session scopes and each scope also includes the trading ﬂoor,
illustrated by the grey, dotted lines in Figure 7. The trading ﬂoor needs at least
two interfaces, one for handling orders used for the customer scopes and one
for publishing quotes into the professional market. Otherwise, the distinction
between private and professional customers would be broken. The activity of
putting an order is encapsulated in these session scopes so that an issued order
is only forwarded to the trading ﬂoor and the resulting acceptance notiﬁcation
is only delivered back into the originating customer’s scope.

4

Implementation Issues

Generally, scopes are not about eﬃciency but enable to utilize the provided
constrained localities to consider eﬃcient implementations. An implementation
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Fig. 8. Transformation of mappings into components.

of a given subgraph of scopes can draw on these locality in that it is tailored to
the speciﬁc needs of the respective scopes and their constituents. For instance,
a scope that groups components on a local area network will most likely use an
implementation based on some broadcast mechanism, while the connections to
its superscopes rely on point-to-point transmission.
The presented sketch of an implementation demonstrates feasibility in the
sense that more eﬃcient implementations may be applied in any part of the
system. It is based on an event notiﬁcation service that supports content-based
ﬁltering. Both are implemented in the Rebeca project [13], but scopes can
be based on other implementations, too. We ﬁrst describe an implementation
realizing scopes without interfaces and mappings. In a second step, full-featured
scopes are based on top of a scoped event service.
The central idea of implementing scopes and the visibility v(X, Y ) is to transparently extend all subscriptions issued in the system to reﬂect the structure
implied by the graph of scopes. This structure is orthogonal to any subscriptions issued by the components in the system and therefore the ﬁlter language
must allow ﬁlter extension. For example, a ﬁlter F would be transformed to
F  = (F ∧ Scope = X) , testing for a newly introduced name Scope. So, the
scope in which a notiﬁcation is published has to be appended to it. This is
done transparently by an additional software layer between application code
and the simple notiﬁcation service, without inﬂuencing existing components or
compromising loose coupling. Administration messages are sent when the graph
of scopes is changed. This task is eased by using a simpliﬁcation of the graph:
According to the deﬁnition of the visibility v(X, Y ), it is suﬃcient to append to
each notiﬁcation the maximal elements, i.e., the root nodes of the graph which
have no outgoing edges, that are visible to the publisher. All subscriptions are
accordingly enhanced to ﬁlter on the visible maximal elements. For a detailed
discussion, please refer to [14].
The second implementation realizes scopes with interfaces and mappings and
relies on the previously described scoped event system; more eﬃcient solutions
with the same interface are usable, too. Figure 8 depicts the implementation
idea. A scope graph with interfaces and mappings can be transformed into a
graph without mappings by introducing additional components that implement
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Table 2. Related Approaches
Siena
Ready
Corba
Information Bus
Mediators
Field
InfoBus
ActorSpace
Scopes

Visibility Activity Flexibility Heterogeneity
◦
–
–
◦
+
–
◦
+
◦
–
+
◦
+
◦
–
◦
+
–
+
–
◦
–
+
+
◦
◦
–
–
◦
–
◦
–
+
+
+
+

interface checks and event transformations. Such a component consists of two
parts, one is registered in the superscope and one in the mapped scope. This is
necessary in order to utilize the previously described scoped event system that
delimits visibility according to the maximal elements, the roots in the graph.
The depicted graph transformation creates a new root for every scope with an
interface/event mapping. Although it is not the most eﬃcient solution, it highlights the inherent problems and facilitates a modular implementation. A more
eﬃcient solution might explicitly instantiate a scope and integrate its implementation with the newly introduced components to form a ‘scope manager’
that transforms notiﬁcations, checks interfaces, applies delivery constraints, and
controls security issues such as scope membership.

5

Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work and compare it with our model. An
overview of the comparison with some of the discussed approaches is given in
Table 2, with the sign ‘+’ meaning ‘supported’, ‘–’ meaning ‘not supported’, and
‘◦’ meaning ‘not appropriately supported’.
Scoping is a well-known concept which is widely used in programming languages and software engineering [39]. It is used in blocks, functions, classes,
packages, and components, but the research literature on event-based systems
often lack most of the basic ideas of these structuring mechanisms. The basic
concept of visibility and the related problems are of fundamental nature and they
are therefore identiﬁed and addressed in many publications. However, no other
approach in the area of event-based systems is based on the notion of visibility.
Carzaniga et al. [8] describe the Siena event notiﬁcation service, which is a
popular example of a service utilizing content-based ﬁltering. A thorough presentation of ﬁltering semantics and design choices is given, focusing on network
bandwidth eﬃciency. As for all other content-based ﬁltering approaches, the
ﬁlters may be used to realize visibility constrains, but these issues are not explicitly addressed. Similar to other works on event services, the ﬂat namespace
of notiﬁcation attributes inhibit scalability because globally unique names are
assumed.
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The Ready event notiﬁcation service additionally oﬀers event zones, partitioning components based on logical, administrative, or geographical boundaries
[21] and delimiting the visibility of events. But a component belongs to exactly
one zone so that there is no multi-level hierarchy, and the system is structured
only based on one speciﬁc point of view, prohibiting composition and mixing of
aspects [22]. It is only mentioned that concepts from group communication [40]
may be applicable, oﬀering the ﬂexibility of changing notiﬁcation delivery semantics. Boundary routers are able to connect event zones and apply transformations
on crossing notiﬁcations. This work presents some scoping aspects, but they do
not oﬀer one basic concept that integrates the diﬀerent aspects of visibility.
The event channels of the Corba notiﬁcation service [36] oﬀer a structuring
mechanism in that notiﬁcations are only visible within the channel in which they
were published. Channels can be connected to compose the reachable components, facilitating visibility and composition. However, producers must explicitly
publish notiﬁcations in a speciﬁc channel, moving information about application
structure into the components and limiting dynamic system evolution.
In subject-based addressing schemes for notiﬁcation delivery, a tree of subjects is used to partition and select notiﬁcations; the Information Bus [38] and
the Java Message Service [43] are prominent examples of this addressing scheme
and even a lot of commercial products are available, from Tibco [46] and others. But the simplicity of the model results in severe disadvantages. Similar to
selecting event channels, producers have to select the appropriate subjects, and
the predeﬁned tree of subjects constrain the view onto the system, impeding
composition in heterogeneous environments [22]. Nevertheless, the simplicity of
the concept led to wide acceptance and a multitude of implementations, e.g., in
Tibco Rendezvous the basic characteristics are extended to support additional
features such as bridges connecting multiple busses, integration of transactional
activities, and security considerations.
Sullivan and Notkin introduce mediators [42] in order to oﬀer a design approach which explicitly instantiates and expresses integration relationships. An
implicit invocation abstraction is used to bundle components and mediators,
and, with its own interface, to compose new components. A similar approach
regarding visibility is used as in our scoping model, but no default semantics is
outlined so that they ‘only’ suggest a framework that facilitates design without
identifying features that are attached to visibility: transmission policies, activities, security, etc.
The Field environment [41] is an early work on tool integration and it is built
around a centralized server that distribute messages. Messages sent to the server
were selectively re-broadcasted to receivers that registered patterns matching the
message. The original approach realized content-based ﬁltering in a ﬂat space
of notiﬁcations. With the Field Policy Tool, it was later possible to extend the
semantics by introducing a mapping of any sent message to a set of messagereceiver pairs. While this opened up Field to include any delivery semantics, it is
a mechanism which is very hard to control because it is based on rule and trigger
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evaluation. An additional extension allowed to limit the visibility of messages to
a set of receivers, but did not support composition and interfaces.
The InfoBus [10] is a small Java API which allows JavaBeans or cooperating
applets on a Web page to communicate data to one another. Multiple instances of
InfoBus might be manually connected with bridges, providing a limited means of
structuring without any inherent interfaces or composition support. It is merely a
mechanism to distribute change notiﬁcations and requests for data items. Matching of messages is done by names, i.e., string matching. Besides being limited to
one virtual machine, it is a tool for connecting components not for composing
new ones.
Research on coordination models is dominated by Linda-like systems [18],
although it was criticized that race conditions are possible in Linda and its
variants, resulting from the inherent concurrency of the model [1]. In comparison to Linda, event-based systems oﬀer a more loose coupling of components,
facilitating distributed deployment of independent components. A general difference between our approach and Linda-like systems is that we have identiﬁed
the administrator role and the need for externally provided conﬁguration mechanisms that do not change instantiated components. The need to specify names
or identities of tuplespaces is a major characteristic of many works on multiple
tuplespaces [19]. In this way, many of the considered ideas are relevant for eventbased systems but the suggested solutions are not directly adoptable. There exist
some work on Linda systems which establish structures on the components. Agha
and Callsen propose actorSpaces to limit distribution of messages [1]. The basic
drawback of their approach is that, even though previously unknown objects
are intended to cooperate, senders have to specify destination addresses. The
sketched implementation is rather limited. In [29], Merrick and Wood introduce
scopes to limit the visibility of tuples in Linda, but again, senders have to specify destination scopes. Furthermore, nesting of scopes is restricted to two levels.
Lime [31] realizes an transparent access to multiple tuplespaces, although the
approach is limited to a three-level hierarchy bound to the physical layout of the
system. It is focused on the intended application domain of mobile agents and
do not oﬀer a general solution.
Cardelli and Gordon propose a process calculus for mobile ambients [5]. It is
used to describe the management of a tree of ambients whose intended purpose
of grouping computation resembles our graph of scopes. The calculus might be
used to model scope graph dynamics, but communication across ambients is only
indirectly supported and destination identities must be known.
Ported objects [28] are objects which communicate by processing messages
which arrive at ports. A port is a connector in a data stream which is not
directed by the object. A compound ported object encapsulates a number of
ported objects and hides the data ﬂow inside. This resembles the idea of grouping
producers and consumers in scopes, while all the other features are lacking.
Evans and Dickman deﬁned ‘zones’ in order to support partial system evolution [12]. The meta object protocol [24] shows the relationship between OO
programming languages and scoping in event-based systems. Controlling and
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modifying method calls is similar to the handling of notiﬁcations in transmission policies and event mappings presented in this paper.
Garlan and Scott presented delivery policies for implicit invocation systems [17]. Four diﬀerent delivery policies are distinguished: full (broadcast) and
single delivery (1-of-n, that is ‘indirect invocation’), parameter-based selection
(ﬁlter), and a state-based policy. The policies resembles our deﬁnition but does
not include the other transmission policies.

6

Conclusion

Former work on event-based systems has concentrated on eﬃciency issues, neglecting to support the engineering of complex systems. We have applied the notion of scopes as a fundamental structuring mechanism for event-based systems.
Following classical developments in software engineering, the scoping concept is
based on the notion of visibility of components and notiﬁcations. A set of design
requirements for engineering event-based systems is investigated showing that,
similar to approaches in traditional request/reply-based systems, visibility is the
main underlying principle here. Although many other earlier contributions tackled some of the involved problems the scoping concept oﬀers a uniﬁed approach
for event-based systems based on visibility.
From an engineering point of view, scopes oﬀer a module construct for eventbased systems, being an abstraction and encapsulation unit at the same time. As
an abstraction unit, a scope provides the rest of the world with common higherlevel input and output interfaces to the bundled subcomponents. As an encapsulation unit, a scope constrains the visibility of the notiﬁcations published by
the grouped components. It hides the details of the composition implementation,
such as the underlying data transmission mechanisms, the interface mappings
that map between internal and external representations of notiﬁcations, security
policies, transmission policies controlling the way notiﬁcations are forwarded,
etc. The structure built thereby is orthogonal to the components’ implementation, separating concerns of implementation and interaction. As deﬁned in our
model, scopes have the ﬂavor of component frameworks in the sense of Szyperski [45]: they encode the interactions between components and can themselves
act as components in higher-level frameworks. The ability to model, to integrate, and to realize dynamic sessions with this concept shows the ﬂexibility of
the presented scoping concept.
The main ideas presented in this paper have been implemented in a prototype of an event notiﬁcation service as part of the Rebeca project. We are
currently evaluating the prototype with the help of the stock trading example
used throughout this article and two other example applications dealing with
Internet auctions and self-actualizing Web pages. This allows us to investigate
the design of event-based systems and of the necessary infrastructure not only
in theory but also in practice.
Future work will include a more detailed discussion of session scopes and
their relation to traditional transactions, and engineering tools that allow to
build and administer scoped event-based systems via a graphical user interface.
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